How does a sponsor know when a sponsored guest account has been created?

Tell Me

1. The Sponsor and the Submitter will receive an email notification when the Sponsored Guest account has been created.

2. Sponsored guest accounts get created on the start date.

3. Requests can also be denied.

4. A request can be put on hold until the start date arrives.  
   - In this case, a Banner record will be created but put on hold until a NinerNET username is created on the start date.
1. The Sponsor and the Submitter will receive notification when the request is processed.

Related FAQs

- Do employees get a discount on personal computer purchases?
- How can I see events scheduled in University space?
- What Google Apps are available at UNC Charlotte?
- How do I manage who has access to my Google Team Drive?
- Can I use Duo for two factor authentication on my personal accounts?